The use of a systemic therapy checklist improves the quality of data acquisition and recording in multicentre trials. A study of the EORTC Soft Tissue and Bone Sarcoma Group.
The aim of this study was to verify whether the introduction of a systemic therapy checklist in the performance of multinational multicentre studies improves the quality of data acquisition and recording. We retrospectively analysed the results obtained through the use of this checklist in a study of the EORTC Soft Tissue and Bone Sarcoma Group. During the clinical trial, data were recorded in the hospital record with optional use of a predesigned EORTC Systemic Therapy Checklist. After completion of the study, 11 centres were monitored for the use of this checklist. Monitors were highly experienced medical oncologists. Items checked included all aspects of patient eligibility, drug administration, biochemical and haematological values, variables related to toxicities of treatment and response parameters. Data of 183 cycles given to 51 patients were checked. A total of 8983 items were checked. 91% of the data was reported correctly, 1% was missing and 6% was reported on the case record from (CRF) but could not be retrieved in the hospital record file. Compared with data obtained before the introduction of the checklist (68% correct, 4% incorrect, 0.1% missing and 28% on CRF but not in hospital files), these results show marked improvement generally. In centres where no Systemic Therapy Checklist was used, 85.9% of data were correct 2.8% incorrect, 0.7% missing and 10.6% only on CRF, which compares unfavourably with those where the Systemic Checklist was completely used (97.7% correct, 0.7% incorrect, 1% missing, 0.6% only on CRF). In addition the time required for data checking largely decreased by the use of the checklist-without this, a median of 3.5 cycles could be checked per hour, whilst if the checklist was used, this number increased to 6.5 cycles per hour. The use of a Systemic Therapy Checklist as an integral part of the hospital file for data recording in multicentre multinational trials is highly recommended and leads to a major improvement in data quality.